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Welcome to the wonderful world of sewing! Make this beautiful apron with a little help from Frocks
& Frolics. Watch the detailed video covering all aspects of sewing and preparation. Then use the
comprehensive guide to work at your pace and learn a few tricks of the trade as well.

Marina is a professional tailor with 25 years experience in both teaching
and working in the fashion industry. In 2013 she was honoured by the
educational London Times for outstanding contributions to teaching
resources. She continues to provide educational resources for everyone
wanting to learn professional tailoring techniques.
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Assembly
Apron Skirt Fabric
(right and wrong side)

Pocket
(right and wrong side)

Ties, Waistband & Lining
(right and wrong side)

Pin the pocket under the upper layer and secure with a few pins.

Pin the bias binding to the underside of the apron first and sew in the fold line of the bias binding.
Roll the bias binding to the front so it sits just over the visible stitch line. Sew 2 mm from the folded
edge of the bias binding. Press the pocket opening.

Place the contrast fabric/lower layer underneath the top layer.

Lift the top layer to reveal the pocket and pin them to the lower layer. Topstitch the pockets into
place. Trim the edges. Attach the bias binding to the lower layer of the apron all the way around, sewing
in the fold. Roll the bias to the front, so it just covers the visible stitching line and topstitch.
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Our Facebook Group Join us and have some fun sewing and chatting
If at any point while sewing this pattern you run into trouble and need helpful tips, find the ‘Frocks & Frolics
Sewing Circle’ on Facebook.
I have got to know so many of you through the group and its making the job of creating patterns such an
enjoyable task. Your comments telling me you appreciate the detail and work that goes into making a pattern,
which fits super and looks great too, is what keeps me going! But remember if you run into problems and
tell me about it, I can make my patterns even better! So thank you for all your support.
Below I wanted to share some of the fantastic makes by you, to inspire you to learn sewing for ‘reals’, as
my son would say. This time it is the princess pattern!

A few makes from our Group - come and join us!
Just look at these princess dresses from our group. When you feel like stepping it up from aprons, this
is a fabulous dress, awesome fit and will make a young lady very happy!
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